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2Introducing   the flinkey Partner Network

flinkey 
Partner Network

The flinkey partner network - 
a strong alliance

Partnership is an integral part of flinkey‘s 
corporate philosophy. We work together 
with our partners in a strong network, 
because the joint know-how enables us to 
develop and offer integrated and holistic 
business solutions for our customers. 
Our partner network therefore includes 
experienced fleet management software 
providers, IT experts, car sharing provid-
ers, and other specialists from the mobili-
ty sector.
 

By combining core competencies, we  
create cooperations from which every-
one benefits - tailored to the very individ-
ual requirements of our customers.  

Furthermore, we develop additional solu-
tions with our integration partners that 
can be easily integrated and are compati-
ble with the flinkey system.



3Why   become a partner

Why
become a partner

 L Plug & Play solution (installed in a 
few minutes)

 L Market Proof - numerous custom-
ers are already using the flinkey 
Box successfully

 L Flexibility - we work extremely cus-
tomer-oriented

 L Usable for any vehicle with a radio 
key

Achieving more together.

New ideas and innovations drive progress!
We cooperate with our partners because the joint digital and in-
novative solutions result in even greater added value for custom-
ers. Together as partners, we can optimize processes in a target-
ed manner and achieve a stronger customer experience.

Your advantages to use the flinkey Box as our partner: 

 L Offline capability - we have a solu-
tion for every use case

 L Innovation leadership - Following 
the flinkey bridge technology, we 
will interact directly with the origi-
nal equipment manufacturers



“We believe that we will only become 
even more successful with strong 
partners.
Therefore, we strive for long-term, 
trusting partnerships that allow both 
partners to be successful together.”

Good to know

Good to know
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5The flinkey System   Integration API SDK

Thanks to the provided SDK and the easily 
consumable API, flinkey can be integrated 
into existing software applications effi-
ciently and quickly. For software develop-
ers, we have summarized all information 
in the developer area. By default, the 
flinkey box can be addressed via BLE (no 
pairing required) - the smartphone recog-
nizes the box without it appearing in the 
Bluetooth settings. Our Mobile SDK makes 
it possible.

Your advantage: No further integrations. 
Simply get started.
 

API & SDK
Integration 
products

There is also a wired version of our flinkey 
box, which is connected to existing telem-
etry systems. In this case, the flinkey Box 
acts as a slave device. How exactly does 
this work and how can you use the advan-
tages of the flinkey Box? Please contact 
us. You don‘t want to do without remote 
opening and closing of the vehicle? No 
problem. Our Embedded Mobile SDK en-
ables a telemetry device to send a signal 
inside the vehicle to the flinkey box via 
BLE. This creates a system that is flexible 
and offers maximum functionality.



6How to get started

Get to know

You send us a partnership request - 

we organize getting to know each other. In 
a first exchange we talk about our ideas and 
options for an optimal partnership.
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7How to get started

Technical 
implementation 
and support

There was a spark, and we 
want to work together -

now it‘s time to get down to business! We provide 
our hardware for integration into your environment. 
With the help of our free integration support, the 
desired components of the flinkey system can be 
easily integrated into your existing system. In paral-
lel, we clarify all commercial aspects at our partner 
conditions.
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Take off

As soon as the integration is successful, we 
start working together as partners! We support 
you in lead acquisition and are available with 
our expert knowledge and experience in the 
area of sharing. In addition, we provide media 
materials for optimal promotion and descrip-
tion of the product and are open for joint 
(marketing) activities. In addition, we also offer 
white label and logistics opportunities. We got 
you covered!
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9A strong network   Our partner network

Our
network

*Selection of our partners



10Quotes   Why Partners Love Us

Voices about 
flinkey

Automatic key transfer is a core com-
ponent of modern shared mobility 
services. With the flinkey box, we can 
rely on a flexible product for keyless 
vehicle access. This enables us to 
focus on our core competency, the de-
velopment and Providing customized 
mobility solutions, to focus.

Felix Peters

To address the challenge of manual 
key delivery and provide customers 
with the best possible service, the 
company S-TEC was looking for a sim-
ple solution to organize key transfers 
within the company. The use of the 
flinkey service is covered in the basic 
system training. A small additional 
function in the overall system that 
hardly causes any additional delay.

Christoph Wiemuth

With the WITTE cooperation, we can 
now also offer an all-round solution 
for opening and closing the vehicles, 
which interacts optimally with our 
booking functionality.

Felix Schmidt



11Contact   Ask our experts

Arrange to 
meet now
Are you looking for a suitable partner 
solution, either to act as a flinkey partner 
or to customize your own flinkey solution? 
Then make an appointment and we will 
find a suitable solution together. Become 
part of the flinkey partner network - we 
are looking forward to your request.

service@flinkey.com or
00800 9900 0033

Arrange appointment

https://www.flinkey.com/en/cooperation/

